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A personal, and a special thank you to all of our players
that have purchased, my
“International Educational Board Game”
Fun for all persons from the age of 16, and up to adulthood, and it is designed for all to
play, A.S. Businesses education in a box. The rules are simple, easy to understand, and
easy to play. Players from 2 to 3 persons, and up to 4 persons can comfortably enjoy
playing against each other, from the start to finish. The 4 person players can also play 2
on 2 as partners.
The purpose of, and the design of A.S. Businesses “International Educational Board
Game” is to make the players, think about the business process, and the step by step
approach to a successful business. There are 100 questions enclosed within A.S.
Businesses “International Educational Board Game”, and each question provides
within the 139 page manual a completed explanation page with in-depth answers. There
are 1000’s of entertainment board games on the open market, and 100’s of educational
board games that make an attempt to offer small business education, but have failed due
to their lack of small business experience.
What A.S. Businesses “International Educational Board Game” delivers, is more than
50 years of small business experience, and 1000’s of small business transactions. Also
offers personal ownership of more than 265 businesses, plus a complete in classroom
schooling, and training centers for 1000’s of small business owners.
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What A.S Businesses “International Educational Board Game” offers, is an in depth
training for existing small business owners, and new start-up entrepreneurs. What is
being offered is the step by step approach to search the ability of each existing owner,
and offers each new start-up owner a self-evaluation form before any personal funds are
business invested.
A.S. Businesses experience in programming the 100 questions are all derived from real
business substance, and not from national standard business theory going back to 1965. I
am going to repeat a portion from the above page, and that is to make a note of, and
highlight, that this is not a board game as games go, but offers business knowledge,
and business experience. It is the vehicle, and the direction, that through the game
process will make the owner think about success before moving forward into a non-profit
business.
With the national failure rate running at about 43%, and when the owners purchase A.S
Businesses “International Educational Board Game,” that 43% failure rate, should, and
will be decreased by approximately 30%. As I stated there are 100’s of educational board
games offered, but are not being offered with 50 years of experience, and business
substance.
And there are none on the open market that are offering an open line conference
email access, and question, and answer communications to every owner that has
Purchased the BIZ O’NOMICS ©™ educational board game.
**This is not a game contest, but an education learning process to be a successful and
profitable business owner, to avoid failure, and loss of your business investment. It is an
online “Small Business Educational Course” and is played on your home computer. This
educational business course should take about 50 hours or longer, or whatever amount of
time the player wants to spend, at his, or her own time schedule. When you purchased the
board game you sign in with a U/Name, and P/Word and you can re-enter as offer, and as
many times to re-play the game.
***When you re-enter, just pick up from where you left off at. There are no charges
when you re-enter, the first purchase allows freedom of play.
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Board Game Content, This is a Purchase Online
Digital Board Game Only
*The board game offers with 100 questions, on 4x6 cards
*139 page BIZ O’NOMICS ©™ working manual, offers the 100 questions in
greater detail, and added information.
*8 2x2 colored wooden blocks, with graphic art design.
*One instructional 9 page board game manual.
*One 20 x 20 board games with 32 2x2 squares. Each box contents one
small business display per square.
*100 audio voice overs.
The physical Board Game contents is the same as the digital Board Game contents.
But due to direct mailing, and damage shipping problems,
The company has discontinued the physical mailing of the Board Game.
And is now offering a more ease of online digital Play between national, and
International game players.
When you want to play against an international player just fill in the
“Players Box”
And ask for an international player to contact you by email.
Thank You, the management,
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I have enclosed the 7 page instruction manual, the 15 page index file manual, and the 100
pages extended with in depth answers to all of the 1 to 100 questions. When a question is
asked, and on all the question cards there is a line that requests (please turn to a numbered
page in the manual for more in depth details) (there are also 100 audios offering the same
Information as in the text manual) this extended additional information corresponds to
The question that was just asked.

Just follow the same step to step approach to the next question as you did on the first
question, When the first question is answered, the opponent then has the right to ask the
next question, and the back and forth rotation should continue in the same order. When
playing in teams, of 2’s or 3’s it is still only one question per each team, which will create,
and generate that much of the needed small business educational discussions. Individuals
can play against each other’s as single players, 2, persons, or 3, or, 4 persons.

When one of the opponents offers an incorrect answer, then the other team wins that point.
When each side answers incorrectly again the point goes to the opposite team. The process
is the same till one of the players, or the team players reach their goal. The goal could be a
numbered system, up to fixed amount. Or the card count system using the questioned
numbered on each card, (Q1 is worth one point, Q5 is worth 5 points, and so on, or create
your count system. I have enclosed the 7 page instruction manual, the 15 page index file
manual, and the 100 page extended in depth answers to all of the 1 to 100 questions, called
the manual.
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*When a player, or a team of players misses a question, that person, or teams loses that
number of points. This is based on what point system you are using, 1 plus, is then 1
minus. There are no prizes offered except what the players are willing to play to an equal
agreement. My suggestion is a dinner, a lunch, a favor of some kind, or just a simple, and
friendly exchange **This is not a game contest, but an education learning process to be a
successful, and profitable business owner, to avoid failure, and loss of your business
investment. Just follow the same step to step approach to the next question as you did on
the first question, When the first question is answered, the opponent then has the right to
ask the next question, and the back and forth rotation should continue in the same order.
When playing in teams, of 2’s or 3’s it is still only one question per each team, which will
create, and generate that much needed small business educational discussions.
Individuals can play against each other’s as single players, 2, persons, or 3, or, 4 persons.
When one of the opponents offers an incorrect answer, then the other team wins that point.
When each side answers incorrectly again the point goes to the opposite team. The process
is the same till one of the players, or the team players reach their goal. The goal could be a
numbered system, up to fixed amount, a card count system using the questioned numbered
on each card, (Q1 is worth one point, Q5 is worth 5 points, and so on, or create your count
system.
**There are no prizes offered except what the players are willing to play to an equal
agreement. My suggestion is a dinner, a lunch, a favor of some kind, or just a simple, and
friendly exchange.

**This is not a game contest, but an education learning process to be a successful and
profitable business owner, to avoid failure, and loss of your business investment.
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International Free Board Game Membership”
Are you interested in starting a business, purchasing a business, or selling a business?
Because any business is one of the most important steps you will ever take in your life time,
along with marriage, and purchasing your first home.
The “International Educational Board Game” you just purchased (and we thank you for
the purchase) is called BIZ O’NOMICS ©™ and was created to assist every existing business
owner, and new start-ups to be successful.
Your business investment will require daily decisions, and many of those decisions
may have to be made on the spot, and made on a regular basis. Most, or much of
the information needed in business can be found within your BIZ O’NOMICS ©™
board game. Just by entering your User Name, and Password, you can enter the
game as many times, and as often as the player has the desire to play on his, or her
own time, or to play against a business opponent.
You can also use your BIZ O’NOMICS ©™ board game to discuss business strategists will
other business owners from your local neighborhood grocery store, or other shopping
outlets. If you wish to suspend playing the game at any time, just mark, and save the last
question, you can then pick up the game from the point, when you return to replay the
game. If you are playing with an international opponent the process will work in the same
exact manner, but keep in mind the time zone will vary.
Each month BIZ O’NOMICS ©™ will offer new questions, and answers, and those
questions, and answers will be added to the board game at no cost to the members,
and is being offered to further the members business interest and ongoing business
educational support. **The new questions will start with number 101, and up to 105,
all players will receive these new questions by way of your monthly Free Newsletter.
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“Invite a Member to Play”
Should you want to engage a “Board Member” in a friendly contest of
business Q & A, just complete the below form.
To make the play more interesting, a small prize of some sort can be
awarded between the opponents, such as $5.00 gift card, or just a friendly
hand shake.
My Name is, _____________________________

My Email is, _______________________________
Yes, I accept your invite to play the BIZ O’NOMICS ©™ board game.

My Contact Email is, ________________________________
Copy, Paste, and email to your opponent.
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